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SUMMARY

An andytnk ix & of the stubility oj an airplane with
ailermwjree, wii%pa*r d!en.twn to the motiong when the
ai.?eronshuoea tenahcy ti$oai agakt the wind. T%epresent’
anuLy8i8 8uper8e&s the aJeron investigation contuined in
NAOA Report No. 709. !l%e equztiow oj motion are J2r8t
wriihn to h44uG?8yawing and 8idexligqing, and & I%dem4m-
8tmu!edthat the principal e~ect.sof freeing the aikro?w em be
aktermined withou# regard to i!h.e8emoth. Ij the ai!enzw
tmd tifiai againgt the wind and have a high degree of aerody-
namic balunce, rogi~ 08dk$i0ns, in addition to the nm%nd
i!uierd o$c%?+?dhu?,are iikely to occur. ti the bamk oj the
equu.twn.sincluding only the rolling qotion and the aileron
d@8&??kn,jomwda.s are derivedfor the 8&tiy and dumping
of theroging 08c?”fl.a.tiom3in kmn.s oji!he hinge-momenideriwt’%?
and other characte%tia oj the ai.lerom and airplane. Churts
are also pre8ented 8howing the 08a”lfutory regions and stability
boundariesJor a~itti airplane of conwntimuzlproportiorw.
The e~ecti of jri.e$bn in the eonirol system are invatigzted and
diwu88ed.

Ijtia&m titoti4& tititi, ti&tijw
&?Ublel.wriu$ion of 8tiCkf07W with aderon (ieJ%etion22-found to
determinethe amouti oj aerodynamic ba-?wweW may be uwd.
If the ailerom tend to j?oai agaiiwt the wind, ti period and
d4Lmpkgoj the ?’oUin.g08ei&tti are found to be 8a.t’i&a4tory
(in a maa8-bahwed 8Y8t8m) so ~ m i%? rdng ~ &?
not completdy balanc+d 0U4. Ui.ba+?a?wedma38 behind the
hi~e, however,hu.san unjavomble e$ect on the dkmping oj the
08ciL?5ii.onaand so shijtg the boundary that c-lo8eaerodynamic
bakce ?llUynot be atkzinde. It i%jound thatjrietion ?My
retd 8onwuliut the dumping oj the aileron--ee oseilla.tiongbut
in no we uuws undumped 08ci.Lkti0n8if the ailerons are
othetie 8kzil?.e.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of the stability of an airplane with ailerons
free has been heated in referenca 1 aa an adjunct to the
investigation of elevator- and rudder-free motions. More
recent developments in aileron design have led to an increased
interest in the possible effects of positive floating tendency,
that is, a tendency for the ailerons to move downward as
the angle of attack is increased. Oscillations observed in
flight have been thought to arise horn this condition and
have suggested the premnt more thorough investigatio~,
in which particular attention is given to the motions when

the floating tendency is positive. The present analysis is
intended to supersede completely the aileron investigation
of referenee 1.

In the present analysis the equations of motion are iirst
written to include all lateral degrees of freedom-side-
slipping, yawing, and rolling-and movement of the ailerons.
A numerical example is then used to show that the important
information concerning the motions em be obtained by
investigation of the rolling and aileron motions alone,
although a somewhat modified interpretation of the results
may be indicated. Because most ailerons are mass-balanced
about the hinge axis to avoid flutter, tbe mass-moment
parameter representing the effect of rolling acceleration
on the aileron position is also omitted from the bulk of the
analysis. Wh% these simplifications it then becomes
possible to derive, in terms of the remaining aileron and
airplane characteristics, general formulss for the rate of
damping of the oscillations, where oscillations exist, and
equations exprwsing the conditions for stabili~. The
hinge-moment characteristics of the ailerons will be con-
sidered the principal variables.

Charts will be presented to show numarixd results in
certain cases. La these examples the effects of the msss
characteristics of the ailerons, which owmot readily be
expressed in general formulria, will be investigated. A
discussion of the effect of friction in the control system will
also be included.

SYMBOLS

Airplane characteristics

m ma& of airplane
kx radius of gyration of airplane about airplane X-tis
k. radius of gyration of airplsme about airplane Z-axis
b wing SpSJ.1
c mean wing chord
S’ wing area
A wing aspeot ratio (b’/fi’)
A wing dihedral, radians

Aileron characteristics

mass of aileron system
effective radius of gyration of aileron system about

hinge axis
distance from aileron cen@r of gravity to hinge axis

(positive when odor of gravity is behind hinge)
255
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v distance from aileron center of gravi@- to plane of
symmetry of airplane

-f
Y spanwise distance used in computing C* to include the

effect of rolling; thus) ~2=~

b= span of ailerons
Ze root-mean~quare aileron chord

Symbols used in describing motions (all angles are in
radians):

9
P

!7

v
8
P

v
a

ae

P

$

4

6

‘P

r
Y
N
L

B

acceleration of gravity
density of air

dynamic pressure
()

+pv

steady-flight speed
distance along flight path
distmce along fight path traversed during one oscilla-

()

2T
tion, semispans ;

sideslip velocity (positive to right)
angle of attack of wing
effective angle of attaok due to flap deflection
angle of sideslip (positive when sideslipping to right)
angle of yaw (positive when nose turns to right)
angle of roll (positive when right wing is down)
total angle of aileron deflection (positive with right wing

down)
rolling velocity (d#J@
yawing velocity (d.#/d4
side force @ositive to right)
yawing moment
rolling moment in rolling-moment coefficient; lift in lift

coefficient
hinge moment

Nondimensional quantities:

airplane densiQ pammeter

airplane moment of inertia about X-axis

airplane momeht of inertia about Z-axis

‘.
aileron moment of inertia about hinge axis.

mass-moment parameter, hinge axis. @Jon-
dime.mionfd expression for effect .of inertia
of aileron system in causing aileron deflec-
tion when airplane is accelerated in roll.)—

m ~Lp
‘orailwOm‘one’W@= – ‘a i@b/2

$, mtio of flap chord to airfoil chord at a given section

b12 d differential. opefator.D= d =~jij

m

In particular,

‘%
D+=!# ;

x root of stability equation
—a real part of A, proportional to rate of damping of motions
n magnitude of imaginary part of X, proportional to fre-

quency of oscillations

0. yawing-moment coefficient
(!J%

L)
C, rolling-moment coefficient +b

/

()
C, hinge-moment coefficient ~~a

CL lift coefficient
L

()qx

(7
C= side-force coefficient ~g

Subscripts attached to moment Coticients indicate tho
partial derivative of the coefficient with respect to the
quantity denoted by the subscript. In particular,

Cha= ‘$ hinge-moment coefficient due to unit”aileron deflec-
tion, or restoring tendency. Restoring tendency
is positive when surface is overbalanced

C,= =b~ hinge-moment coefficient due to unit change in
local angle of attack, or floating tendency.
Floating tendency is positive when surface floats
against the relative wind

cbD8=~~ ‘Wemoment coefficient due to unit rato of
deflection of ailerons (’generally the aerodynamic
damping, but may include viscous friction in
the control system)

Cla+ rolli@moment due to unit aileron deflection, or
effectiveness of the ailerons in producing roll

(–)
ac.
ma ~part of additional lift due to angular velocity of flop

caused by acceleration of potential flow (— T4 of
reference 2)

()
acL
5D5.P art of additional lift due to angular velocity of

flap caused by effective increase in camber

(’11 f reference 2-Z 0 )
c,(v~Ap art of hinge moment due to angular velocity of

flap caused by acceleration of potential flow

(
—‘4 ’11, where T, and Tll are given in reference 2

4T t; )

()

ac,~ =part of hinge moment due to angular velocity of
flap caused by effective increase in camber

(
Tn Tlg~1 -where T,l and T12are given in reference 2
8n-’ t, )

The variable DO is held constant in taking the partial
derivative with respect to 6 or D6, which is equivalent to
holding a constant.

4.2
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The following symbols are adopted because of common
usage:

O,,=q aerodynamic damping of the airplane in roll
b $?

ANALYSIS
EQUATTONS OF MOTION

The general equations of lateral motion with ailerons free,
coupling the rolling motion of the airplane with the yawing
and sidedipping motions and with the movements of the
ailerons following rLsmall disturbance, are aa follows:

(1)m(b+V&)—i3$~-@m9=o

whore the dot over a quantity denotes its derivative with
respect to time.

Tor small angles of sidedip, o=/?V. Dividing equation (1)
by @, equations (2) and (3) by @33, equation (4) by g~=gb=,

d
and introducing the nondimensional operator ~=—

d (*)
yields the following nondimensional equations:

(41iD-Cm)6–Ci$+4P D#=O

–O@-O@+ (21.–C%)W- (C*mD+CJ6=0

– @9+ (21XD–CIP)D$–C@- (CZ.,D+ CZJ$=O

–-(%P19+(–4D–C,JD4-–CQ4
+ (21.P–C,D8D– C,J=O

. . .

(5)

If solutions are assumed to have the form (?eX*, the
exponent } must satisfy the stability equation in D obtained
by setting the determinant composed of the coefficients of
f?, +, D#,and 6 equal to zero. In the general case described
by equations (5), the stabili@ equation is of the sixth degree
in A and the six roots may indicate motions composed of as
many M three oscillakmy components. By means of
simplifying assumptions justi.iied by the ex&ation of
numerical examples, the stability equation will eventually
be reduced to a cubic.

PRZfJMINARYCALCULATIONS

It is first proposed to simplify the analysis by neglecting
the coupling between the rolling motion and the yawing
and sideslipping motions. In order to test the validi~ of

such a treatment, two sets of calculations have been made
for a specific case, one set including the cross-coupling, and
one set considering only the rolling and aileron motions.

Numerical values wmmed.—The airplane characteristics
assumed are given in table I. A lift coefficient of 1.0 was
chosen to magnify any differences between the two results.
The stability derivatives were obtained, with the reception
of CIP, &m table I of reference 3. The value of CIP was
taken from reference 4, on the assumption of a 2:1 tapered
wing of aspect ratio 6. The mass characteristics are
intended to be representative of a conventional pursuih
type airplane.

TABIIE I.—AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS

WW characteristics:
Tapwmtio ---------------------------------------- 2:1
Aspeot ratio, A------------------------------------ 6
Dihedral aagle, A,d---------------------------- 5
Ltiurveslopq CL=-------------------------------- 4.3

JMSSScharam%ristia :
P---i -------------------------------------------- 12.5

I
kx ~--------- ----------------------------------- 0.3

Iz----------------------------------------------- 1.5

Stabili@ derivatives:
cw------------------------------------------- O.067
c=p------------------------------------------- –o. 055
c%------------------------------------------- –o. 109

–0. 0s8ctB------------------------------------------- _Q *60
clD-------------------------------------------
c&-------------------------------------------0.260
cp#______ ---------------------------------–o.41

The aileron characteristics assumed me for 15-percenti
chord ailerons covering the outer 40 percen~,of the w@g span.
The values of the derivatives are listed m table II. The
ailerons were assumed to be mass-bidanccd; consequently,
$=0. The moment of inertia of the ailerons was also taken
equal to zero. (The validity of a comparison made on the
basis of zero moment of inertia will be checked in a subse-
quent section.) The hinge-moment parameters Cl. and C~8
were retained as the principal variables.

TABLE IL—AILERON CHARACTERISTICS

value

De&i- Erpknatlon l$p3rc&nt- w.pc&ant-

aflelum rdlermu

c+_- momagnre 16ofrehwnmswftb k-~obtafne-d –a 1s6 -(l U-0
from empfriml curve offigure1berefn

c~ cLm
cl~..-. c’tm-~x~a (Se.3og.1)------------- -0.013 -0. au

Aw

c.t--- C&- – cl,x~ m2femnm&p.IfrL-- . . . . U 0248 a IIM8

Cm. -. C.m = – clmxg (Refemnm3 G P. 107)------ am QW2

Cbti. -. For frfctionk?s-- (*&-1 fOr{O~n~)-- -Q 11O –o. 220

c,D,_- c~~- ~@b]&------------------------- o 0

cbD4-- C,@_~ C,a From an rmputdfsimdU@8fS 0.08 CA. a 72Cha

amelathg wbrl-tmml and Rfsht-kst data

c,B_- - C~8- CAmA----------------------------------- - a a573cAa o.m CL.
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(s) %+ [(%) +CL. (%)J
(b) %-+ [(%):+G.(%),1

fiOVEXL- Theomtkaf formulasand aurvedfordetermfnh g tlMwwiynamfo effects ofangufarvelmfty of tbe afbrorui clerked fromthe equations of rcforenm2for
Empirkd we for&JM fromwfnd-tmmel @&a.

nnbe.b.mcmfflsps.
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Nature of the motions, four degrees of freedom.-The
composition of the motions, as indicated by the roots of the
stability equation for various combinations of oh= and
Q~6,is described in figure 2. With I=and t equal to zero, the
stability equation for this figure is a quintic and there
are, therefore, five roots to be accounted for. It is poeaible
to consider separately one real root; this root passea through
zero rdong a line designated in figure 2 as the spiral divergence
boundary. b the region around the positive dh=-ti the

remaining four roots form two complex pairs, indicating
thut the motions have two oscillatory components. Along
the Iongdashed curve one oscillation disintegrates into two
aperiodic modes, divergent or convergent accordingly as the
oscti]ations are stable or unstable; at ~ values of oh= and
0~8 outeide this curve the motion is composed of one oscilla-
tory mode, which is almost always stable, and three non-
oscillntory components. Inside the curve, the two oscillatory
component5 are stable so long 8s (?Bbis negative. As C@
becomes positive, instability sets in, as indicated by the
oscillatory stability boundary. In general, only one mode
becomca unstable; the same oscillation breaks down into
two aperiodic modes at a slightly larger value of Cfia.In
a small region (A13 in @g. 2) defined by the intersection
of the two bmnchcs of the boundary, both modes are un-
stable. This detoil and othem occurring outside the stable

I Oscillatory sfability I UrIe stable,c.ne’un.fkle I
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.2
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,/

0

-./

-.2 -J o J 2
Ch6

FIOUBE2-ObnrecieI end stabiffty of the mmp-ments of tbe moths fonnd by wlntfcm of
the equetfons hforo tbo ehfrmtlm of sldedfppfmgand yawhg. (Sb8dfnS fndfuah tba
tmstab!a region.) Aileron chord, let abfoll chofi C-O; I.=IZ dfbedmf and% 6%
aL-in

.4

.3

.2

.1

c~

G

-. /

.-..

I I l\ I I I!
.

.0041/1

-.8? -J .1 .2
Ed

FIOWEE3.—IMa of dfvemenc%M fndfcatcil by the vafae of tfIOIXSItfved IW~ of tie
etabllky eqwifon. ~EIOII CilOd, l&PeIWnt drfoff obd C-G L-IZ dbdd fro@% 6“;

CL-LO.

region, or near the boundary, are not Cofidmed of ~Y
practical importemce; they me mentioned in order to answer
questions that might otherwise be suggested by inspection
of the figure.

Rate of divergence, four degrees of freedom,-lksnmch
as figure 2 indicates that the motions will be unstable for
most combinations of values of 6’haand Cha,itseem advisable
iirst to examine the nature of the divergent instability, which
appears almost unavoidable. The condition for neutral
stabili~’ (zero root) is that the cmstant term of the stability
equation vanish; that is,

o~~(e,flo+– C@m@) + ch~(c.#l~- c,#n&)

+AcA.(c.,c,,–c~cnr)=~

The rate of divergence for the unstnble values of (?h= and
Cht (for the specfic caae to which fig. 2 pertains) is indicated
by the lines of equal roots in figure 3. Although these lima
appear to go through the origin, each haa its intercept at a
potitive value of ch~ p~portiond b the due of the mot.
For small values of the root, however, the intercepted dis-
tance is negligible, and the loci may be considered lines of

oh.
constmt floating ratio += — ~. Figure 3 shows that the

divergence over most of the range of negative Cba is very
slow. This divergence is, in fact, the m-called “spiral
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instability” that is generally anticipated by airplane de-
signers. In the fourth quadrant, however, a suddem rapid
increase in the rate of divergence is observed, which corre-
sponds to a change of sign in the cdlicient of 1 in the stability
equation. From the practical point of view the floating
ratio at which this sudden increase occurs locates the
significant “divergence boundary.” A line through this
region and the oscillatory stability boundary may therefore
be considered the complete boundary for stability of the
airplane with all four degrees of freedom.

Equations for two degrees of freedom.-The information
obtained from calculations neglecting the ywwing and aide-
dipping motions will now be considered. The equations of
motion simplified to include only coupling between rolling
and aileron motion are as follows (nondimensional form):

(21xD–cZJD@–– (c@+c,J6=o

}
(6)

(–tD–G.JD@+ (21~–CAD8D–GJS=0

and the stability equation is

.5

.4

.3

.2

G*

J

o

-J

-.2

I I ‘J oscillotorv _bLL

I I 1, I L 1’\ I \
I

I I l\ I 11..h.luI \

, I t I If1> I

I \ \

(7)

-..? 71 0 J .2
CM

FIOURS4~h3r3cter and stabfflty of the mrqwnents of the motlnmswith mnpling only
betwwn * mowments and mllhg angk Aileron chrd, I&percent airfoil chord;
t-m 1.-0.

Nature of the motions, two degrees of freedom.-For the
case defined by tables I and II, the motions are as demribed
in figure 4. The stability equation is a cubic, and them is

%@u one real root, which becomes zero at the divergence
boundary. The remaining two roots form a complex pair,
indicating an oscillatory mode, inside the region defined by
the longdashed curve. Outside this region cdl three roots
are real and no oscillations occur. The oscillations become
unstable at a small positive value of CA8,which is almost
independent of the value of Cna.

Comparison of results, two and four degrees of freedom,—
The results of the two computations can now be tested for
agreement. Comparison of figures 2, 3, and 4 suggests that
the effective divergence boundary of the cross-coupled
motions (shown by the dotted line in fig. 2) may be assumed
to coincide with the true divergence boundary in the shnpli-
fied caae. Thus, where the simplified analysis indicates a
change km stability to instability, there is actually o
sudden transition from a slow divergence to a rapid one.
The comparison may be extended into the first quadrant of
the charts. Here the divergence bound~ appears, in tho
more esact analysis, SE a branch of the boundary between
damped and undamped oscillations (line OA, fig. 2). Tlm
oscillations are; however, on the point of breaking clown
into aperiodic modes and the instability would in practice
be indistinguishable from uniform divergence. In accord-
ance with these observations the line of zero roots obtained
from the simplified analysis will be termed the “divergence
boundmy,” with the understanding that such a designation
is strictly true only when the cross-coupling is negligible.

Further comparison of @es 2 and 4 shows that the
oscillatory stability boundary of the simplified trentment,
although shifted slightly by the introduction of the additi-
onal deggees of freedom, is so little altered that it also moy
be retained as part of the stability boundary. Aloreover,
the position of the line enclosing the oscillatory region
remains essentially unchanged and still indicates the values
of the hinge moments at which one oscillation breaks down.
It may therefore be concluded that, except for the presence
everywhere of an additional mode of oscillation to be dis-
cussed subsequently, the broad aspects of the solution for
the more complex case may be deduced from the results of
the simplified analysis.

Comparison of the roots at a number of poiuta shows that
the results of the two calculations are in close qwmtitntive
agreement, also, with regard to the oscillatory mode com-
mon to both analyses. Thus, both the period and the damp-
ing of the oscillations of one mode can be obtained from the
rm.dts of the simplified analysis.

The oscillations of the second mode have both damping
and period virtually independent of the hinge moments of
the ailerons. In the case chosen for illustration the period
is of the order of 30 semispans, or, if the span is 40 feet and
the wing loading 40 pounds per square foot, about 3%
seconds, throughout the range of Cfidwith CA*negative; the

motion damps to half amplitude in the course of one oscilhw
tion. Because the aileron chamcteristica are not involved
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and because of the magnitudes of the period and damping.
this mode rLppearato be the normal lateral oscillation of the
airplane with controls fixed and m such is treated elsewhere
in the literature. For the assumed airplane this mode does
not become unstable anywhere within the region indicated
as stable by the simplified analysis.

Effeot of aileron moment of inertia on cross-coupling.-It
seems desirable to check the foregoing conclusion against
results obtained with the moment of inertia of the aileron
system retained in the equations. For this purpose, the
roots of the stability equations have been calculated at
C*a=().16 and C*J=0.02, –0.1, –0.2, and –0.3, with la= O.025.

With four degrees of freedom, the stability equation has six
roots, Of these, one root indicates the spiral mode and, in
the unstable region, has the same values as are given by
figure3 for the case with zero moment of inertia. A second
real root corresponds to the real root of the simplified equa-
tion. The four remaining roots form, in general, two oscil-
latory pairs. These roots are compared with those of the
simplified equation in the following table:

At Chb=0.02, where the periods are of the same order of
magnitude, the effect of the cross-coupling is seen. Else-
where the period and damping in both calculations agree
within 1 percent. It appears reasonable to conclude that
the statements of the preceding section hold in spite of the
omission of the aileron moment of inertia from the calcula-
tions.

SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS

Usipg the reduced form of the stability equation makes it
possible to investigate the effects on the stability of the air-
plane of varying the aileron charactitics, and even to give
certain general formulas. Because most modern airplanes
me dwigned with ailerons completely mass balanced, thwe
formulas may be still further simplitled by assuming ~ equal
to zero.

Aileron-free oscillations,-The oscillations associate d
with freeing the aileron controls can now be investigated in
more detail. If a pair of roots is assumed in the form
A= —admi, a relation can be derived giving the frequency
n in terms of the coe.flicients of x in equation (7). This
relation is too lengthy to be presented in its general form;
however, calculations have been made from it and the re-
sults will be shown in the form of lines of equal period
P=2r/n on the stability charts.

The damping of the oscillations is more readily expressible
than is the period, particularly if a iixed value of the tie-
quency is aasumed. kloreover, calculations of the damping
for zero frequency and for the highest frequency likely to be
encountered in practice showed that the expression could be

still further simplified by omitting the terms containing the
frequency and c,= (sinoe these terms apparently canceled

each other) without any appreciable loss in acouracy. Thus,
with t equal to zero, the damping a is, to a good approximat-
ion, the smaller root of the quadratic

which k independent of (?ha.

At the stability boundary, the damping a is zero, and,
therefore,

c C&Ch,=i
21X (9)

approximately.
The more accurate expression for this boundary is obtained

‘by setting Routh’s @scriminant equal to zero. The result
is a ]inear relation between Cbaand Cfia; that is,

Figure 4, however, show-s the variation with oh= to be
actually quite small.

Stiok-force oriterion, —The divergence boundary is ob-
tained by setting the constant term of the stability equation
equal to zero; then,

(11)

This comj.ition for neutral stability is identical with the
equation for zero slope of the hinge-moment curve:

(12)

and is therefore also identied with the condition for zero
stick force in pure roll or in a rapid rolling maneuver. Inas-
much as the stick force per unit deflection of the ailerons is

‘c’ lines of constant stick force are obtainedproportional to ~,

by replacing the zero in equation (12) by appropriate con-
dD@ &

stants. The rolling effectiveneaw — —~ –2VpSr unit aileron

deflection, is independent of the hinge moments; the equation
for constant stick force therefore results in a family of
straight lines padlel to the divergence boundary of equa-
tion (11) and the criterion for light stick force for given
aileron di.metions and effectiveness is the closeness with
which that boundary is approached. A comparison of one
aileron with another, however, shows that the stick force
will also be proportional to the value of E=*b=.

Method of investigating the effect of friction.-when the
effect of friction in the control system is considered, it is
necessary to distinguish between two types, viscous friction
and solid friction. Viicous friction, which va.rk with the

843110-5%1S
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speed of the flap deflection, is exactly equivahnt to an in-
crease in G~Da,heretofore cotidaed ~ be due O~Y to tie
aerodynamic damping of the ailerons. Solid fiction acts in
a more complex way but may be approximated by an
equivalent viscous damping, the amount varying inversely
with the amplitude of the deflection. (A more detailed dis-

cussion of this approximation is given in reference 7.)
Thus, in the course of a damped oscillation, for example,
the npparent C’~mincreases md fie qu=tion of fie ~ect
of the friction reduces to the question of whether an increase
in Ch=a is stabilizing or destabilizing.

E~LANATION OF CHARTS

The stabili~ charts (figs. 5 to 9) are intended both as
illustrations of the application of the preceding formulas
and as working charts from which the behavior of a particular
set of ailerons on a conventional airplane may be predicted.
If the analysis is to be applied to an airplane having stability
characteristic that represent a considerable departure from

:2 ?1 .1 .2
co

FImJKC5.-Stabfflty kmdnrk% lfnm of W@ IWM, and Ifnes of M@ tick form for lG
~t~d ~~ :=0; 1.-0. PerIOdPL9h Wbrgm-

those tabulated herein, it will probably be advisable to
calculate the nature of the motions from the general formulas
(equations (7), (8), (10), and (11)).

l?igums 5 to 9 show the oscillatory regions and lines of
equal period in those regions, as well m the stability bound-
aries for aileron-free motion. (The dnmping of the oscilla-
tions is shown separately in fig. 10.) Figures 6, 6, nnd 7
show the results for 15-percent-chord ailerons with threo
different moments of inertia covering a wide range of wdues.
In all other respects the ailerons are those previously used
as a basis for the preliminmy calculations. The airplane
characteristics me those given in table 1. Figures 8 and 9
present stability regions for 30-percent-chord ailerons of the
same effectiveness Cld as the 15-percent-chord nilerons of
figures 5, 6, and 7. The span for the wider ailerons would
be 28 percent of the wing span, as against 40 percent for the
narrower ones. The other characteristics of the 30-percont-
chord ailerons me listed in table ~. Two values of I. are
presented for comparison. The airplane characteristics are
not changed from those of table I.
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In figures 6 to 9, the value used for the aerodynamic
dmmping of the aileron motion C,.$ is the theoretical value
for unbalanced flaps (fig. 1). The value of C*D8 actually
varies with the amount of balance and is therefore not con-
stant for any one chart. Moreover, the variation depends
on the mrmner in which the balance is obtained. The varia-
tion is, however, slight in any case-less, for example, than
the amount introduced by friction. (If balancing area is
added ahead of the hinge, complete balance involves approxi-
mately 15 percent reduction in C~~a from the theoretical
value.) The variation of Ch=awith Cb8 and Chal therefore,
need not be incorporated into the charts. The effect of a
change in C’b~Bmay be estimated by a comparison of fig~re 5
with figure 8, and of figure 6 with figure 9, inasmuch aa the
principal difference between the calculations for the narrow-
and wide-chord ailerons of the same effectiveness is an
incre~e b ch~~.

The relative magnitudes of the stick forces for the narrow-
rmd wide-chord ailerons me indicated by the spacing of the
lines of equal stick force in figures 5 and 8. The hinge
moments are expressed in these figures in terms of the mean
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wing chord in order h make possible a direct comparison of
actual forces. As previously noted, all the lines are parallel
to the line of zero stick force, that is, to the divergence
boundary.

Figure 10 shows the distance required for the oscillations
to damp to on~half amplitude. This distance is 0.693/rz,
where a is given by equation (8). A single value of 1. was
selected, and the distance to damp to one-half amplitude
was plotted against C@ for several value9 of C’hm. The
figure was designed primarily h serve as the basis for the
discussion of the effect of friction and is, therefore, more
general than the preceding charts. The damping for 15-
percenkhord ailerons without friction is also shown, how-
ever (to be applied to U. 6), and the damping for 30-percent-
chord ailerons, 1==0.025 (to be used with @g. 9), may be
understood to coincide with the line for Cbm= — 0.2. The
inclusion of lines for other valum of 1. would not affect the
conclusions to be drawn from the figure.

In fi=~e 11 the stab~ty boundaries are shown in the same
form as in figures 5 to 9 for valuea of f varying from complete
balance (~=0) to a value roughly corresponding to that for
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an aileron with center of gmtity 20 pereent of ita chord
behind the hinge (E= –0.6). From equation (7) it can be
seen that : does not enter into the stick-force criterion.
Routh’s discriminant, however, is derivable as an wentially
linear relation between C*3and & Although the boundaries
shown are for 1== 0.0125, they are practically invariant with
the moment of inertia. The effeck of increasing the damp-
ing of the ailerons or C,m and of changing f are substantially
additive, neither change aflecting the variation of critical
C~awith the other variable. It maybe genenilly concluded
from figure 11, therefore, that the presence of unbalanced
mass behind the aileron hinge restric~ the permksible degree
of aerodynamic balance.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

OSCILLATORYMODE3

Oscillatory regions.-It may .be seen from the figures that’
in all cases rolling oscillations (ii addition to the normal
lateral mode) will follow a disturbance if C,a is small and
C~= is positive. From figures 8 and 9 it may be concluded
that the range of C,6 for which oscillations are possible in-
crenses with the width of the ailerons. As previously sug-
gested, figures 8 and 9 may also be understood to indicate
the increase in the estent of the oscillatory region with
increased Cb~~due to any other cause.
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Effeot of I..— Comparison of figures 5, 6, and 7 and of
figures 8 and 9 sho~ that the moment of inertia of the
ailerons introduces a second oscillatory region. On further
investigation, the oscillations in this region are found to be
very rapid but well damped. Both damping and period
depend almost entirely on the tendency of the ailerons to
rOSiStdeflection, as expressed by Ch$, oh~~, and the moment
of inertia 1.. (See section entitled “Effect of aileron moment
of inertia on cross-coupling” for valuw of the roots in this
region.) The motion is therefore interpreted as a fla,pping
movement of the ailerons uncoupled with the motion of the
airplane. This mode is so well damped (maximum distance
to damp to half amplitude =O.63 semispan in the range con-
sidered) as to be of no practical importance and further
discussion will therefore be limited to the rolling oscillations
occurring in the neighborhood of oh~= O.

Period of the aileron-free rolling oscillations,-The period
of the rolling oscillations depends to a large extent on the
floating tendency of the ailerons. When C,==0.4, for ex-
ample, the period for narrow ailerons may be of the order of
16 semisprms, or, if the airplane is traveling at 400 feet per
second and has rL 40-foot wing span, three-quarters of a
second. In the case of wider ailerons or of ailerons with
smaller positive floating tendency, the period is considerably
longer.

DAMPINGOFOSCILLATIONS

It is perhaps preferable to consider the period in conjunc-
tion with the damping of the oscillations. The distance
required for the oscillations to damp to half amplitude is
shown in figure 10. Application of figure 10 b the preceding
figure9 indicate9 that, so long as C*Jis negative, the motion
clamps to half amplitude in a fraction of an oscillation. If
the ratio ChJCh~8is in the neighborhood of 0.3 or greater,
the ratio of period to damping distance is so large as to make
the motion in effect a uniform subsidence.

Effeot of airplane oharaoteriatios,-It should be re-
membered that the preceding conclusions are based on
computations for a particular airplane and are not quanti-
intively applicable in genaral. If the ratio of damping in
roll to moment of inertia in roll CrP/Ixis numerically greater
than thevrdueof—0.4 assumed for the example, the damping
of the oscillations will be more rapid than is shown by @me 10.
In addition, the boundary will be shifted to the right, with
the amount of positive Chaallowed increased proportionately
to the increasein C,D/Ix(equation(9)).

With the exception of the considerable effect of unbalanced
mass, shown in figure 11, no factors other than those just
discussed enter critically into the damping or stability of the
oscillatory mode. The effect of variations in floating tend-
ency can be seen in figures 5 to 9, where lines of equal
d~mping would be very nearly parallel to the oscillato~
stability boundaries. The parameter CIJ, the aileron effect-
ivencm, entam into the expression for the stability boundary
(equation (10)) in combination with C,a and has similarly
little influence on it. (It may be noted here that the
period of the oscillation is also affected by a change in CQ in
roughly the same way as by a proportionate change in
Ct=.) The moment of inertia of ~e ailerons appeaxs in

equation (8) for the damping, acting to reduce the time
required for damping to half amplitude. The effect of
I= on the position of the bofidary (zero damping) is, how-
ever, negligible, as may be seen by comparing figures 5, 6,
and 7, and figures 8 and 9.

EFFECTOFFRICTION

The effect of viscous friction in the control system, as has
been noted, is marely to augment the resistance to the aileron
motion as expressed by oh=~. The resndt may be seen in
the chark for increaaed aileron chord (figs. 8 and 9). Oscil-
lations occur over a wider range of C,t than with a frictiordess
system. Also (from @. 10) the rate of damping is generally
lower, when ChJis negative, because of the phase lag between
6 and Dti; however, if C,d is positive, the additional damping
will retard the motion and extend the range of stable Cha.

If solid frictiOn k prSSent, the SfbCtiVe VS.hM Of & d

graduallyincrease as the oscillations die down-according
to the approximate theory, approaching iniinity as the
amplitude approaches zero, but in actual practice causing
the ailerons to stick at some small angle of deflection.
me this change in E@3ctiVf3ch=~ is taking plaCO, the rate
of damping will slowly decrease or increase, accordingly as
C@ is negative or positive, and ti approach the rate cor-
responding to the ailerons+xed condition, as shown by
figure 10. In no case will oscillations of increasing amplitude
occur because of the presence of friction if the ailerons are
otherwise stable. Moreover, because the damping ap-
proaches a finite (nonZero) rate, there is no possibility of
steady oscillations, such as occur in the rudder-free condition
(reference 7).

CONCLUSIONS

1. The stabti~ of an airplane with ailerons free may be
determined to a very large extent without regard to the
cross-coupling between the rolling motion and the yawing
and sideslipping motions. Neglecting the yawing and eide-
slipping leads ta a simpl&d analysis that does not predict
the occurrence of spiral instability. The simplified analysis
does, however, predict the values of the hinge moments at
which the instability becomes violent. Also, the simplified
analyais will not include the normal lateral oscillation of the
airplane with controls iixed, but the stability of this mode is
not ailected by freeing the ailerons and that phase of the
problem is outside the scope of the present invedigation.

2. Divergence, or an unstable variation of the control
force with aileron deflection, is the only form of instability
likely to occur in the case of mass-balanced ailerons with
negative floating tendancyj except for flutter, which is not
considered in this analysis. The use of ailerons with con-
siderable tendency to float against the wind, however,
introduces the possibility of oscillatory motion with the
ailerons free and, if the ailerons are aerodynamically over-
balanced, of oscillatory instability. The unstable oscill-
ations exist k. addition to the normal rolling-ya~~ oscilla-
tions introduced by the dihedral angle and by the directional
stability of the airplane.

3. & long as the restoring moment is not completely
balanced out, the damping of the aileron-free oscillations in
a mass-balanced system is so great as to make the oscillations
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appear to be of no practical concern. The presence of un-
balanwd mass behind the hinge, however, restricts somewhat
the perrnimible degree of aerodynamic balance.

4. Comparison of the 15-percentdord and 30-percenb
chord ailerons shows that aerodynamic overbalance is per-
tilble, from considerations of stability, in the case of
shorter, wider-chord ailerons if considerable positive floating
tendency is present. The permitted increase in aerod~amic
balance is not enough, however, to offset the rapid increase
in stick force with aileron chord. On the other hand, the
oscil.htiona are of considerably lower frequency for wide
ailerons than are those that occur at the same stick force in
the case of narrower ailerons.

5. The pr~ence of viscous friction in the control system
has the same effect as increasing the aerodynamic damping
of the ailerons. The presence of solid friction in an other-
wise stable system has the effect of .-dually increasing or
decwasing the damping of the oscillations aa their amplitude
decreases so as to cause the rate of damping with ailerons
free to approach the rate with ailerons fixed. Neither
instability nor steady oscillations will result from the presence
of friction.

6. The stability of the control-free oscillations is virtually
independent of the moment of inertia, floating tendency, or
effectiveness of the ailerons.

7. An airplane with a large ratio of damping in roll to
moment of ineriia nbout the X-axis permits a closer degree

of balance in the ailerons before oscillatory instability is
incurred and, with ailerons free, such an airplane is gen-
erally more stable than one for which this ratio is small.

LANGLEYNIEMORIALAERONAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONALADVISORYCOWI~EE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Nowmber 19, 194S.
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